
Young woman with a cock ejaculating forcefully!
Remarks on a stimulating image.

This picture is truly hot, I love it! I could fall for this shemale and for everything this image is
standing for. It doesn´t matter that the forceful cumshot is a montage - apparently.

This picture just perfectly suits my story „What if...“!



I willingly confess that the thought of getting engaged with a shemale always has been a very
exciting one to me. Now, most of the shemales we encounter seem to display a certain image of
a woman, a very femine one which displays in attitudes and fashion.

Not so this shemale, which is the reason why I am truly attracted to her (it is just a very perso-
nal matter of taste): I like her boyish appearance, I love her slenderness, her boobs, her cock
and her nut-sack. I also like how she enjoys masturbating. Yet I don´t believe her cumshot is for
real. Read why on the following page.



It´s the lighting indicated by shadows!
The lighting source is set at the right-hand side of the frame. The two larger white arrows
indicate the direction of the light beam. The shadow of the penile shaft makes this quite clear.
Now the shadow of the cum-rope suggests a light source quite from the cameras point of view,
quite frontal that is (leaner white arrow). If this was true, the shadow of her (left) arm was not
that dark. Same accounts for the cock-shadow naturally. - The true light source would cast a
rope-shadow much further to the left (blue curve) or rather out of frame!
The blue arrow hints to a rounded part of her right breast on which a shadow would describe a
curve (following the surface of the boob) as well, yet here the shadow runs straight as if cast on
a flat background (this principle also applies to the upper part of her chest).

It´s the rope and it´s trajectory and physical behavior!
This rope is massive, it´s by any standard extraordinary. At that length it would tend to rip into
segments. At least it would do so at the upper end while having taken course either towards the
camera or backwards to the shemales chest/face. We can not tell, cause we lack depth in vision
(this would make a great 3D-pic!), in any case the shadow of the rope is totally wrong!
The rope is quite thick with a color of shiny white (yellow arrow) for most of it´s length, which
in fact is very unlikely to be the case. It would appear more greyish, as it does at the upper part.
As beautiful as this rope is depicted, I´d suggest the real size of it to begin at one of the thin
horizontal red lines.
Compare with the rope of a renown powershooter (screenshot):

The image in question still is convincingly assembled offering us a stunning scene. I truly
doubt this georgeous shemale is cumming at all in the original photograph, yet savoring
stroking her beautiful cock – her facial expression is rather confirming this suggestion as
well. However, what we see in the montage is nothing short than fucking hot.

By the way I like the logo in the upper left-hand corner of the pic! 


